
The subject of the work, the issue of day care services and education for
children in preschool age – older then 3 years in Czech and related
issues that fundamentally affect the status and development of the family in society.
The research questions are analyzed in the work of the current supply situation of
preschool education and children's education, further developments in this area and
the practicality of various measures in response to the current system.
In this work there are applied the theoretical background to map the social and
economic development of Czech society, families with children. In principle, this work
is based on the Beck theory, theory of risk, the human capital theory (J.Mincer), the theory of life quality
by J.Džuka or theories of social capital
by J.S.Coleman. Among the methods that are used in this work include the
analysis of actors structuring the objectives in the form of so-called "tree," and
defined public policy problem and its causes (effects) incl. graphic processing in the
form of so-called "problem tree" analysis of the legal framework, comparative
analysis and strategic analysis of relevant documents. The work analyzes the
historical background on the causes and consequences of the current situation in the
non-compliant system of preschool care and education of children, which is
characterized in CR by carrying over institutionalization and the lack of interest the
state power in this policy area, in family policy. This work is focused on the basic
historical context and facts, which show the complexity of the problem and set out
proposals for dealing with public policies to address the problem set.
On the basis of the main findings it can be said that this system
has long been inadequate and it does not correspond to the demographic and social
development. The reason is mainly the lack of childcare facilities capacity and the
lack of alternatives in the system, causing the current imbalance between offer and
demand of these services by parents. Another significant reason is the low support
for families with children, which does not create sufficient conditions
for the reconciliation of their family and professional activities. So-called pro-family
precaution are increasingly perceived as a concept than a reality Chat can be also
seen in the lack of activities and services in practise.


